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With good
lighting a
poor design
is elevated
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With poor
lighting an
excellent
design is
ruined
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Two Brands,
One Focus;
Creating Special Spaces
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Project Lighting New Zealand

IAN THOMPSON DESIGN

We’re lighting architects who help highly creative designers and project

CREATORS AND PURVEYORS OF THE WORLD’S FINEST

owners enhance their designs with extraordinary handmade decorative

CUSTOM LIGHTING SCULPTURES

lighting sculptures, and the highest quality architectural lighting products,
all sourced directly from Europe’s leading artists, artisans and manufacturers.
Your project pricing is negotiated directly with our manufacturers, meaning

If you can dream it, we can make it

you get the most cost-effective solution for your budget.
For years our award-winning and independent custom
Our Services include:
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lighting design agency has travelled the world unearthing
the very best lighting artists and artisans, bringing the

•

Lighting Design & Consulting

•

European Made Architectural & Decorative Lighting Supply

•

Project Management

international professional clients.

•

International Logistics

Our design approach encourages creativity, pragmatism

•

Automation

and personalisation, ensuring solutions are unique,

•

Installation

widest

creative

custom

design,

craftsmanship

and

manufacturing capability back to our Australasian and

innovative and sustainable.
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L I G H T I NG YO U R WAY!
Introducing the world’s first mobile crystal
lantern by Windfall Contemporary Crystal
Lighting. Take your special rechargeable LED
lit companion for an adventure; perhaps a
picnic in the park or just enjoy at home with
friends on the terrace, you choose.
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MAKING A
FEATURED BRANDS

STATEMENT
WIITH
DECORATIVE
LIGHTING
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Arturo
Alvarez
MADE IN SPAIN
Tempo Andante

Onn

Spanish artist Arturo Álvarez has been designing and
manufacturing award-winning decorative lighting for
over 20 years. The natural surroundings where their
factory is based is a constant source of inspiration,
reflected in the forms, textures and materials of the
designs. The pursuit of human well-being through the
hedonistic enjoyment of the object lies behind his work.
Handmade design lamps created taking care of every
detail, converting them into unique objects with a high
emotional content and full of personality. All of this,
without overlooking the research and development
of new materials and technologies that contribute to
energy efficiency and sustainable products.

W EB L I NK

Tina
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Ura

Pili

Gea

Coral Cluster
Tatu by Kundalini, Italy

Kushi by Kundalini, Italy
Fluo Cluster
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Nevo
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Sculptor

AR TE L IE R C
Sebastiaan Vandeputte is pioneering the

MADE IN BELGIUM

use of Carbon Fibre in the luxury lighting
industry. The largest forms can be lifted
with a finger, and produce a web of
interest and intrigue.

Sebastiaan Vandeputte from Artelier C is an award-winning Belgian
artist who creates outstanding lighting and furniture pieces in his
studio just outside Brussels. Sebastiaan specialises in producing
some of the largest single custom chandeliers for some of the
most exclusive private and hospitality projects based in Europe and
beyond.
His latest lighting collection utilises Carbon Fibre in a top secret
manufacturing technique that even the most creative manufacturer
will struggle to even come close to replicating. Choose your form
and colour, Sebastian will weave an extremely light and airy lighting
extravaganza with a single Carbon Fibre strand that will transform
your room into an amazing web of shadows and intrigue.

WEB LINK

Pictor
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Hexagon

IL PARALUME
MARINA
MADE IN ITALY
Established in 1987 by spouses Ferronato-Simoncello
created a small family-run business based on the common
passion for decorative ITALIAN lighting. It’s production is
based on the antique techniques of brass fusion, blowing
of the Murano glass and Italian Crystal and unique
recognizable style of the handsewn lampshades from Mrs.
Marina. The authentic Swarovki crystals complement the
sparkling beauty of the manufactures. Every item is created
by hand and with consideration of every client’s wish.

WEB LINK
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Ilfa ri
MADE IN THE NETHERLANDS
Ilfari lighting has a whimsical, fascinatingly eccentric feel that
owes its off-beat elegance to…dance music! In this music you will
find many classical touches. Simplicity combined with effects
plays with your imagination and we channel it into handcrafted
lighting that reflects what we hear.
This is the philosophy that has underpinned our collections ever
since Ilfari was founded in 2001. The result is luxurious lighting
that is unique with a highly progressive, eclectic look and a great
beauty and simplicity.
Ilfari’s products are entirely handmade, manufactured in
Europe using the highest quality European glass and crystals
from Swarovski, with razor-sharp attention to detail. The aim is
to give both modern and classic interiors an individual, almost
revolutionary, look with designs that play with light just as they
play with your imagination..

W EB L I NK

Stream
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Eye In The Sky

Lazy Sunday

Night in Paris

Hexagon
Artys
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Ku n dali n i
MADE IN ITALY

Kundalini products combine a strong Italian identity with a
renowned cosmopolitan style on the international scene. Leading
player in the field of lighting solutions, for years the company
has been offering indoor and outdoor lighting, capable of
combining functionality, practicality and the use of high quality
materials. Each lamp by Kundalini is the result of a deep stylistic
and technological research, consistent with the core spirit of the
company, highly unconventional and always at the forefront in
regard to the choice of colours, lines and projects to be developed.

WEB LINK
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Lanna
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Azou

Viveversa

Tatu

Kyudo

Lilli

Kushi
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L I NEA LI G H T
D E S IGN CO L L ECT I O N
MADE IN ITALY

Over the years, Linea Light has conducted constant research on the
best LED technology, working with top quality materials and processes
to propose highly performing luminaires with a refined design. Careful
and rigorous research applied to contemporary design make MA [&]
DE a reference collection in the global market for design lighting. Our
know-how has evolved over time, and the constant collaboration with
lighting designers and professionals has led us to develop new lighting
solutions to meet the needs of each project.

W EB L I NK

Diphy
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Mongolfier

Reflexio

Honey

Demi
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M AR CH E TTI
MADE IN ITALY
For over 40 years the Marchetti designers have always been
aware of interior design trends, however, they prefer to offer
contemporary classical styles producing a symbiosis between
past and present, tradition and modernity.
This philosophy is visible in each Marchetti light-fixture.
Contemporary collections like Agata, Diamante, Baccarat, Topazio,
Pegasus, Helios, Cometa or Andromeda are named after stones
and jewels, stars and galaxies.
Marchetti are also pushing decorative lighting innovation with
their new Ulaop collection, a marvel of flexibility and style, and
one collection that will remembered for many decades to come.

WEB LINK

Moule
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Ulaop

Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

This innovative design by Marchetti, Italy
allows the user to transfer light rings from
one structure to another, enabling the
user to increase or decrease their light
requirements based on the task in hand.
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Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

Incanto

Loto

Moule Naked
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MASIERO
MADE IN ITALY
Masiero Lighting has been manufacturing exquisite lighting fixtures
for quite some time now. With years of experience the company
now manufactures light fittings from crystal glass and ordinary glass
to which the craftsmen add colour and texture often to match the
customizations desired by the customer.
Keeping in line with the traditions of Italy the company has managed
to seamlessly integrate modernity and tradition in its designs. Hence
the light fittings manufactured by the company can be used along
with any type of décor: traditional or contemporary.

W EB L I NK

Volee
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Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

Nappe

Cupole

Drylight Collection - Suitable for outdoor use.
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Interstellar

M E Y S T Y L E
LED & CRYSTAL
WALLPAPER
Introducing something new to Australia and New Zealand,
the innovative and simply beautiful LED wallpaper by
Meystyle (London).
The LEDs are completely integrated into the wallpaper
without adding any thickness to the material itself. This
allows the wallpaper to be hung like any traditional wall
covering, with the only added requirement of an electrical
power source.
There is a vast selection of luxury wallpaper collections to
choose from, all you need to do is specify what shape, size
and pattern you want your LEDs .
MADE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

WEB LINK
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Germanium

Golden Resistance

Light Module
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Autumn

53

Random
Architecture
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Golden Resistance
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SANS SOUCI
MADE IN CZECH REPUBLIC
Sans Souci Lighting carries out grand, unique projects focusing
on light objects, exclusive light fixtures and luxury interior
decoration features. Thier speciality is original architectural
features, such as railings, stairways, tables, skylights, columns,
and others. They are characterized by a high emphasis on
precision and detail during manufacture. Fascination by the
fusion with light, and love of traditional craft is something our
projects share with Sans Souci.

Symphony
Flash

Loops

Our know-how combines many years of experience, a
knowledge of traditional as well as new technologies, and an
original approach to production. We are thrilled to carry out
grand, unique projects focusing on light objects, exclusive
light fixtures and luxury interior decoration features with Sans
Souci, an extraordinary company that produces some of the
most extraordinary statement lighting sculptures for our most
discerning client projects.
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Antlers
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Contour

Twinkle
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Bowls
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SERIP
ORGANIC
LIGHTING
MADE IN PORTUGAL
‘Serip designs and produces nature-inspired sculptures
resulting in decor elements and organic lighting that stands
out for its thorough attention to detail. Expert in illumination
since 1961, Serip’s design consists in nature-inspired organic
shapes where the disproportionate and uneven forms
set Serip’s design apart as exclusive and unique, based in
nature’s powerful distinguished elements, bringing to life
the concept of “Organic Lighting”.
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Lotus Collection

WEB LINK
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Bijout

Wind
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Waterfall

Pathleaf
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SIMONE CENEDESE
M AS T ER O F G L AS S
MURANO, ITALY
The Simone Cenedese Vanetian Glass collections continue the
Cenedese family tradition of master glass blowing from their
glass factory located on the historic Venetian island of Murano;
the birthplace of glass artists dating back to the 8th century.
Today Simone Cenedese - a Master of Glass himself creates
customised classic and contemporary lighting sculptures to
order, any shape, colour or size. The Simone Cenedese atelier is
one of a few certified brands producing trademarked Murano
Glass. Beyond Bespoke is proud to gain the services of one of
the best glass artists in the world.

W EB L I NK

66
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Ony

Android

Queen Elizabeth
Aurora
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Sfera

Soul
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Core

TE R Z AN I
MADE IN ITALY
Since the beginning, Terzani has always viewed aesthetics
as a way of interpreting natural and artistic beauty. Born in
Florence, Italy, the cradle of the Renaissance, the company
was driven to follow the creative invocations of the magical
city. The word “aesthetics” originates from the greek “aisthesis”
which means feeling or, more precisely, knowledge created
by the use of one’s senses. When you look at a Terzani
design, you can sense how its light enchantingly envelops
the surrounding space. It’s more than simply a practical,
utilitarian design, it’s an aesthetic representing modern and
artistic beauty through the use of design and innovative
technologies.

WEB LINK
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Epoque

Volver
Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

Mytilus by Arturo Alvarez

Doodle
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Maija Maija by Santa & Coleing
Hugo

Abacus
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Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

Zig-Zag

Magdalena

Argent

Mizu
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Atlantis
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Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

VIS TO SI
MADE IN ITALY

EMBRACE
500 YEARS OF
MURANO GLASS
HISTORY
Vistosi is the art and craft of light. It’s Venetian tradition and
continuous innovation. It is uniqueness entering an environment
and illuminating it.
Each and every Vistosi lamp was born out of a precise idea: that
of bringing the centuries-old tradition of the Murano’s master
glassmakers to innovative designs, thus creating light bodies where
design and functionality find their utmost expression. And so the

W EB L I NK

Jube

78
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Plot

Oro

Aria

Oto
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Medea
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WINDFALL
CONTEMPORARY CRYSTAL LIGHTING

Windfall is the finest source of contemporary crystal chandeliers
available anywhere in the world. We know this because Swarovski - the
primary source of the finest crystal for chandeliers - say so. The airiness
is achieved by concealing, or even doing away with, the metal structure
that supports almost all other chandeliers, allowing the translucent
crystal to speak for itself.
As you would expect from the best-of-the-best sought after lighting
designers Roel & Clarissa have the most impressive list of projects
(besides private residences) including palaces, casinos and luxury
hotels, Cartier, Montblanc & Roberto Cavalli stores, VIP lounges for
British Airways, and the Royal Albert Hall to mention just a few.

MADE IN GERMANY

WEB LINK
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Jewel Four - P riva te Res idence,
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Cartier Boutique Showroom, Sydeny

Lula

86

Eden
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FEATURED BRANDS

ART + LIGHT
88
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ART + LIGHT

ATURO
ALVAREZ
ARTWORK
HANDMADE IN SPAIN

Exclusive to Ian Thompson Design is the highly
aclaimed Arturo Alvarez Artwork collection. This
is Arturo’s private collection that is only made
available by one other design agency globally.
For more information about this unique light
and Art collection please contact Ian Thompson
directly.
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AGORA
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IMOS

CONVERSAS
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ENCONTROS

TRIBU

LERIA
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The Sans Souci Stand at Euroluce 2019

La Linea by Artemide, Italy
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BALANCING
ARCHITECTURAL
LIGHTING WITH
DECORATIVE
LIGHTING WILL
GIVE YOU
AN OPTIMAL
DESIGN
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Adjustable Wall Lights

OUTSIDE
LIGHTING
SHOWCASE
Aimei by Arturo Alvarez

Decorative Bollards

Light Pavers

Uplights

Floor Lamps
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Landscape Feature lighting

Fibre Optics

Wall lighting

Window Light Blades
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Pole Lights and Bollards

Wallwashers

LED Facade Systems

Projectors
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Innovative Designs
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Flash by Sans Souci

UNIQUE
HAS
NO
EQUAL
C U S TO M L IGHTIN G IS THE B RIG HTE S T
WAY TO C RE ATE U N IQ U E IN TERIO RS A N D
E N HA N C E THE B E AU TY O F YO U R S PAC E ,
IT’S THE JE W EL L ERY , IT’S F U N C TIO N A L AN D
MOO D L IF TIN G,
F E W D E S IG N EL EMEN TS TRA N S F O RM
IN TERIO RS S O EF F O RTL E S S L Y.
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FEATURED BRANDS
ARCHITECTURAL
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Algoritmo

ARTEMIDE
ARCHITECTURAL

A.24

The Artemide collections are a unique blend of values and
competences: the company’s approach to human and responsible
light is combined with design and material savoir faire to create
a mix of next-generation technology, industry 4.0 and ancient
wisdoms – a perfect expression of sustainable design. Every
Artemide product is completely developed in their Pregnana
Milanese headquarter and made in Europe, to guarantee the
best results of quality and conformity to international standards.
Certified laboratories support research and every stage of the
product development, from the preliminary study until the final
release.
The culture of the project, the true value of Italian design, is
the unique coincidence of scientific, technical and humanistic
heritage knowledge. Innovation, born from an interdisciplinary
culture, is nourished by research and scientific thought, that is
the ability to see things differently than before.

MADE IN ITALY

WEB LINK
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Artemide, Italy

Sharp

Artemide

La Linea

Olmo

Discover y
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FLEXALIGHTING

F L E X A
LIGHTING

Baba

Black

MADE IN ITALY
Milo

We innovate in the world of LED lighting - we imagined a new
concept of quality, creating something utterly new for the
professional LED lighting market: the very best light quality, with
the highest Colour Rendering Index, the best energy efficiency,
and a long-lasting colour constancy no other brand can match.
We interpreted its design as the perfect combination of form and
function, outlining new solutions for architecture and landscape.
Minimise dimensions, maximise performance. Flexalighting arose
from LED technology, and the aim is to fully exploit its most
important and exclusive properties: efficiency, durability, but above
all, dimensions. One of the most obvious things about an LED: it’s
tiny. And this has opened up new possibilities for product research;
we want to build light into architecture, we want to reduce the
compositional impact of lighting devices. When all is said and
done, we want to offer light in its purest form.

W EB L I N K

Aloha

116

Bull

Babus

117

Selene

Moon
Zero

118

Leda

Task

Tera
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Jos

Puff

Cato

Mine

Lad

Milo
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Mine

Cadmo

Yaga
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Play

L IN E A L I GHT
MADE IN ITALY
Fylo

The Linea Light Group success in the lighting market is based on real values
that make the difference: experience and innovation, a global outlook
matched with typical Italian craftsmanship, cutting-edge technology
and artisan precision. In order to face the challenging complexities of
the world in which we live, this philosophy researches, develops and
implements original solutions, in harmony with architecture, nature and
people. The idea of the designer is realised in a high-quality, long-lasting
product.

WEB LINK

Loop
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Ink Collection
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DO
YOU NEED
EXPERT HELP WITH

ARCHITECTURAL
HARDWARE
SELECTION AND
SUPPLY

?

The world of architectural hardware is vast and surprisingly
complicated, with many architects, builders and interior designers
lost specifying the right hardware for the right window or door
application.
This is where Auckland’s leader Beyond Hardware can help.
Give the team a call to discuss your renovation or new build
architectural hardware requirements, get the right products first
time, every time, for your residential, hospuitality, or hotel needs.
And if your project is in Auckland we’ll even install it too.
Servicing New Zealand and beyond. International freight service
available.
Call +64 9 212 8456 or email: info@beyondhardware.co.nz
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AUTOMATIONTAKE BACK
CONTROL.

Our clients love the ability to trigger different lighting schemes on demand, Today’s
automation control systems allow us to combine lighting automation with heating
systems, audio visual, security and much more. Better still you can control your entire
building from multiple device platforms and your don’t even have to be at home to
do it.
Simple presets allow users to enjoy warm floors in the morning and automated
lighting and fountains at dusk. Some of our clients simply appreciate the ability to
conserve energy by automatically switching off equipment that is not in use, that’s
all possible with home autmation.
Imagine arriving home at night, your gates and garage doors open automatically
with smart licence plate recognition systems scanning your entrance activity, also
unsetting your alarms and triggering path lights from the garage through the hall
and down to the kitchen - so you don’t have to fight with those light switches!
Imagine hearing your rubbish bins being knocked over in the middle of the night,
sensors automatically flood the
gardens with light, record any activity
and alert you to the disturbance..
Imagine heading away on holiday for
a few weeks – a ‘vacation’ button will
shut all your lights off and turn off
your underfloor heating, towel rails
and hot water to conserve energ, but
automate specific lights at night and
even control your blinds to give the
appearance the house is occupied.
Left the bathroom underfloor
heating on by accident? – just log in
with your phone app and shut it off.
It’s no surprise that our private and
professional clients are bewildered
by all the different technologies
available today - and how quickly
they change. Choosing the right
automation system and systems
integrator is important
Contact us today to learn what
automation can do for you to take
back control of your home.
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Con ta c ts

New
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+64

9

212

8457

Australia

+61 2 8005 8457

United Kingdom

+44 7739 970 162

Russia
				

+7 977 9286 270

studio@projectlighting.nz
www.projectlighting.nz

